STAGING A MUSICAL pdf
1: Stage | Define Stage at www.enganchecubano.com
Note that the rear area of the stage is referred to as "Up." When a performer speaks from that area, it forces any
responding actor to turn their back on the audience - the classic definition of "upstaging.".

The musicals that leave us kind of staggering on our feet are the ones that really reach for a lot. This Nadir
Khan-directed production is an ensemble cast of the best names in the indie music, theatre and television
scenes. And then to have an entire cast do the same poses a greater challenge to this search. With musicals,
you need singers who can act and emote and actors who can sing. It is not always that you get the perfect
balance. We did have an idea who some actors would be, and we accordingly wrote keeping them in mind.
That said, we knew we wanted to write a work of musical theatre and wanted to be true to the vision of it. He
knew he wanted to write a musical. It was in that he first thought about how the Indian English theatre scene
had not yet worked on a ground-up musical. It would be interesting if the musical centered around what is
naturally music. Class of 84 was my first play and I realised the easiest way to write a play would be about
your own personal experience. At that stage, it was still a rough thought in my head about a talent contest with
various charactersâ€¦pitting themselves against each other. There was something that he brought to the table
already. I thought the combination of us working together would be quite interesting. With musicals, one
either follows the format of interspersing scenes with songs or one writes it in the operatic manner where song
after song after song carries the story forward. While the songs are an integral part of the musical, their
purpose is so much more than punctuating a plotline with melodic breathers. With limited experience in the
songwriting department, DaCunha and Krishna went about writing a play in the operatic format, a decision
they knew would only make their work tougher. This partly has to do with their mutual love for this form of
musical theatre even though DaCunha admits that setting it in a space where music is already around, was
probably an easy entry point. In a musical you still have to get the story down very clearly. Then you have
figure out how many songs would roughly be written to narrate the story. Within each song, you have to ask
yourself: What is being communicated? Who is singing it? When is it solo? Is it a duet? When is it a
speak-sing? Speaksing replaces dialogue in order for us to bridge songs and characters. So, we may have
reduced the talking lines, but for rookie lyricists, we made our jobs so much more difficult! From
SingIndiaSing DaCunha even suggested that they bring a lyricist on board to assist in the process. Krishna
talked him into believing in his nascent songwriting skills instead. Bringing in Clinton Cerejoâ€”noted music
director and composer who is renowned for the range of genres he dabbles withâ€”infused a new perspective
into the writing process of SingIndiaSing. Watching Clinton turn those words into songs gave the musical the
soul that we had envisioned. It was fascinating how our words and ideas, and his music was giving shape to
the play. With Nadir coming in to helm the production, it just fit the grand idea we had envisioned for the
play. It promises to be a grand affair, the kind that can leave the audiences yearning for more. Oct 14,
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2: How to Put On a Musical: Staging Basics
Staging A Musical (Theatre Arts (Routledge Paperback)) [Matthew White] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. In Staging a Musical, Matthew White describes all the elements involved in putting on a
musical production.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Back Stage Books, ; pp. Like most areas of
scholarship, how-to books cover a wide range, and these two books demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses
of the idiom. He seems primarily interested in supporting talented, privileged youth in middle and high school
and their parents. Nevertheless, his emphasis on discipline, networking, and hard work is a welcome antidote
to the romanticized career trajectories of many young actors, and his book would probably be useful for
anyone seriously interested in working as a professional actor. Allen knows that most of the skills cannot be
taught from a book and spends a great deal of space on how to choose a private vocal teacher, acting classes,
and dance classes in ballet, pointe, jazz, tap, modern, and tumbling. How To Make It In Musicals is easy to
read and reinforces much of the common sense that young performers need: A primary underlying
assumption, however, is that if one follows his precepts one can make it. He never looks at alternative careers
in the performing arts which may be more realistic for some people. While he does confront the difficulty of
making it as a performer with Equity statistics in the beginning, the rest of the book undercuts that by
implying that the statistics are a result of people not having "personal inspiration and a strong work ethic, [and
not being] willing to work through any hardships" Otherwise, you may find yourself singing in the same
musical, as a member of the chorus, for nine years" His creation of a negative scenario of being in the same
show presumably, given the length of run, under an Equity contract seems disconnected from the grim reality.
The book could have been strengthened by direct confrontation with the reality of the competitive nature of
professional performing. There is no process for readers to evaluate whether they or their children have what it
takes to make it. While anything is possible, performers might be better served by also looking at what is
probable. The grim reality, however, is that, few performers, even those who have won a Tony award, are
always working. Performers need to confront what kind of other jobs they will spend years doing. This book
needs a more thorough discussion of additional forms of employment open to performers. Allen spends a page
on these, although this information can be difficult to come by, and young performers do not always take them
seriously. Performers need to have skills and experience for their day jobs before they get
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3: Tina: The Musical | Official Stage Musical
About Staging a Musical A step-by-step guide to the whole process of putting on a musical, placing a firm emphasis
upon good organisation and careful planning. This book describes all the elements involved including: how to choose
the right show, budgets and schedules, auditions, rehearsals and performances.

Development of musical theatre The antecedents of musical theatre in Europe can be traced back to the theatre
of ancient Greece , where music and dance were included in stage comedies and tragedies during the 5th
century BCE. Groups of actors would use outdoor Pageant wagons stages on wheels to tell each part of the
story. Poetic forms sometimes alternated with the prose dialogues, and liturgical chants gave way to new
melodies. These influenced a brief period of English opera [28] by composers such as John Blow [29] and
Henry Purcell. It would take almost a century afterwards before any play broke performances, but the record
soon reached in the late s. Colonial America did not have a significant theatre presence until , when London
entrepreneur William Hallam sent a company of actors to the colonies managed by his brother Lewis. Barnum
was operating an entertainment complex in lower Manhattan. The spectacular production, famous for its
skimpy costumes, ran for a record-breaking performances. They starred high quality singers Lillian Russell ,
Vivienne Segal and Fay Templeton instead of the ladies of questionable repute who had starred in earlier
musical forms. As transportation improved, poverty in London and New York diminished, and street lighting
made for safer travel at night, the number of patrons for the growing number of theatres increased enormously.
Plays ran longer, leading to better profits and improved production values, and men began to bring their
families to the theatre. The first musical theatre piece to exceed consecutive performances was the French
operetta The Chimes of Normandy in Pinafore and The Mikado A Trip to Coontown was the first musical
comedy entirely produced and performed by African Americans on Broadway largely inspired by the routines
of the minstrel shows , followed by ragtime -tinged shows. Cohan , who worked to create an American style
distinct from the Gilbert and Sullivan works. The most successful New York shows were often followed by
extensive national tours. He experimented with a modern-dress, family-friendly musical theatre style, with
breezy, popular songs, snappy, romantic banter, and stylish spectacle at the Gaiety and his other theatres.
These drew on the traditions of comic opera and used elements of burlesque and of the Harrigan and Hart
pieces. He replaced the bawdy women of burlesque with his "respectable" corps of Gaiety Girls to complete
the musical and visual fun. The success of the first of these, In Town and A Gaiety Girl set the style for the
next three decades. The plots were generally light, romantic "poor maiden loves aristocrat and wins him
against all odds" shows, with music by Ivan Caryll , Sidney Jones and Lionel Monckton. These shows were
immediately widely copied in America, and Edwardian musical comedy swept away the earlier musical forms
of comic opera and operetta. The Geisha was one of the most successful in the s, running for more than two
years and achieving great international success. The British musical comedy Florodora was a popular success
on both sides of the Atlantic, as was A Chinese Honeymoon , which ran for a record-setting 1, performances
in London and in New York. After the turn of the 20th century, Seymour Hicks joined forces with Edwardes
and American producer Charles Frohman to create another decade of popular shows. In the s, the team of P.
These shows built and polished the mold from which almost all later major musical comedies evolved. The
characters and situations were, within the limitations of musical comedy license, believable and the humor
came from the situations or the nature of the characters. The Princess Theatre musicals brought about a change
in approach. Wodehouse, the most observant, literate and witty lyricist of his day, and the team of Bolton,
Wodehouse and Kern had an influence felt to this day. The hit musical Irene ran for performances, a
Broadway record that held until Its run of 2, performances was more than twice as long as any previous
musical, setting a record that stood for nearly forty years. Many shows were revues , series of sketches and
songs with little or no connection between them. The best-known of these were the annual Ziegfeld Follies ,
spectacular song-and-dance revues on Broadway featuring extravagant sets, elaborate costumes and beautiful
chorus girls. Musical theatre writer Andrew Lamb notes, "The operatic and theatrical styles of
nineteenth-century social structures were replaced by a musical style more aptly suited to twentieth-century
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society and its vernacular idiom. It was from America that the more direct style emerged, and in America that
it was able to flourish in a developing society less hidebound by nineteenth-century tradition. One historian
wrote, "Here we come to a completely new genre â€” the musical play as distinguished from musical comedy.
Coward and Novello continued to deliver old fashioned, sentimental musicals, such as The Dancing Years ,
while Rodgers and Hart returned from Hollywood to create a series of successful Broadway shows, including
On Your Toes , with Ray Bolger , the first Broadway musical to make dramatic use of classical dance , Babes
in Arms and The Boys from Syracuse Porter added DuBarry Was a Lady The longest-running piece of
musical theatre of the s was Hellzapoppin , a revue with audience participation, which played for 1,
performances, setting a new Broadway record. The Cradle Will Rock , directed by Orson Welles , was a
highly political pro- union piece that, despite the controversy surrounding it, ran for performances. Cohan as
President Franklin D. The motion picture mounted a challenge to the stage. Silent films had presented only
limited competition, but by the end of the s, films like The Jazz Singer could be presented with synchronized
sound. In fact, it continued to evolve thematically beyond the gags and showgirls musicals of the Gay Nineties
and Roaring Twenties and the sentimental romance of operetta, adding technical expertise and the fast-paced
staging and naturalistic dialogue style led by director George Abbott. It drew rave reviews, set off a box-office
frenzy and received a Pulitzer Prize. Everett and Paul R. Laird wrote that this was a "show, that, like Show
Boat, became a milestone, so that later historians writing about important moments in twentieth-century
theatre would begin to identify eras according to their relationship to Oklahoma! The examples they set in
creating vital plays, often rich with social thought, provided the necessary encouragement for other gifted
writers to create musical plays of their own". Some of these musicals treat more serious subject matter than
most earlier shows: The story is set during wartime and concerns three sailors who are on a hour shore leave in
New York City, during which each falls in love. The show also gives the impression of a country with an
uncertain future, as the sailors and their women also have. The formula for the Golden Age musicals reflected
one or more of four widely held perceptions of the "American dream":
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4: Staging a Musical (Backstage) Matthew White: Methuen Drama
In Staging a Musical, Matthew White describes all the elements involved in putting on a musical production, including:
how to choose the right show, budgets and schedules, auditions, rehearsals, and performances.

Farago had been impressed by the work and asked Mackintosh to produce an English-language version of the
show. Initially reluctant, Mackintosh eventually agreed. Mackintosh, in conjunction with the Royal
Shakespeare Company , assembled a production team to adapt the French musical for a British audience. The
success of the West End musical led to a Broadway production. Critical reception and milestones[ edit ] See
also: The three-month engagement sold out, and reviews improved. The London production has run
continuously since October , making it the second longest-running musical in the world after The Fantasticks ,
[4] the second longest-running West End show after The Mousetrap , [5] and the longest-running musical in
the West End followed by The Phantom of the Opera. It is the fifth longest-running Broadway show in history
and was the second-longest at the time. Subsequently, numerous tours and international and regional
productions have been staged, as well as concert and broadcast productions. Several recordings have also been
made. A Broadway revival opened in at the Broadhurst Theatre and closed in , and a second Broadway revival
opened in at the Imperial Theatre and closed in September It is usually cropped to a head-and-shoulders
portrait, superimposed on the French flag. By law, Valjean must display a yellow ticket of leave , which
identifies him as an ex-convict "On Parole". As a convict, Valjean is shunned wherever he goes and cannot
find regular work with decent wages or lodging, but the Bishop of Digne offers him food and shelter. He is
captured by the police, but rather than turn him in, the Bishop lies and tells the police that the silver was a gift,
giving Valjean a pair of silver candlesticks in addition. He tears up his yellow ticket, breaking his parole but
giving himself a chance to start a new life free from the stigma of his criminal past. Eight years later, in ,
Valjean has assumed a new identity as Monsieur Madeleine, a wealthy factory owner and mayor of
Montreuil-sur-Mer. Fantine is a single mother working in his factory, trying to support her daughter Cosette ,
who is being raised by an innkeeper and his wife while Fantine labors in the city. Unbeknownst to Valjean, the
factory foreman lusts after Fantine, and when she rejects his advances, he takes it out on the other workers,
who resent her for it. One day, a coworker steals a letter about Cosette from Fantine, revealing to the other
workers that Fantine has a child. A fight breaks out, and the foreman and other workers uses the incident as a
pretense to fire Fantine "At the End of the Day". Desperate for money, she sells her locket and hair, finally
becoming a prostitute "Lovely Ladies". When she fights back against an abusive customer, Bamatabois,
Javert, now a police inspector stationed in Montreuil-sur-Mer, arrives to arrest her. But Valjean, passing by the
scene, pities Fantine, and when he realizes she once worked for him and that she blames him for her
misfortune, he is guilt-stricken. Soon afterwards, Valjean rescues a man, Fauchelevent, who is pinned by a
runaway cart "The Runaway Cart". Javert, who has up until now not recognized Valjean, though he has
pursued him as a fugitive all these years, witnesses the incident and becomes suspicious, remembering the
incredible strength Valjean displayed in the work camp. But it turns out another man has been arrested, and is
about to go to trial for breaking parole. The real Valjean realizes that this case of mistaken identity could free
him forever, but he is not willing to see an innocent man go to prison in his place and so confesses his identity
to the court "Who Am I? At the hospital, a delirious Fantine dreams of Cosette. Relieved, Fantine succumbs to
her illness and dies. Javert arrives to take Valjean back into custody, but Valjean asks Javert for time to fetch
Cosette. Javert refuses, insisting that a criminal like Valjean can never change or do good. They struggle, but
Valjean overpowers Javert and escapes "The Confrontation". Cosette dreams of a life with a mother where she
is not forced to work and is treated lovingly "Castle on a Cloud". Nine years later, in , Paris is in upheaval
because of the impending death of General Lamarque , the only man in the government who shows mercy to
the poor. While the gang bamboozles her father, Cosette runs into Marius, and the pair fall in love at first
sight. Javert makes a vow to the stars â€” which represent his belief in a just and ordered universe where
suffering is a punishment for sin â€” that he will find Valjean and recapture him "Stars". The scream alerts
Valjean, who believes that the intruder was Javert. Marius decides to stand with his friends, and all anticipate
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what the dawn will bring "One Day More". The French army arrives at the barricade and demands that the
students surrender "At the Barricadeâ€”Upon These Stones". Their plan is to spark a general uprising with
their act of defiance, hoping that all the people of Paris will side with them and overwhelm the army. As
Marius holds her, she assures him that she feels no pain and reveals her love for him before dying in his arms
"A Little Fall of Rain". The rebels are suspicious of him at first, but when the army attacks, Valjean saves
Enjolras by shooting at a sniper and scaring him off, and they accept him as one of them. In return, he asks
Enjolras to be the one to execute the imprisoned Javert, which Enjolras grants. But as soon as Valjean and
Javert are alone, Valjean frees Javert. Valjean says there are no conditions to his release, and holds no ill-will
toward Javert for doing his duty. The students settle down for the night and reminisce about the past while also
expressing anxiety about the battle to come. Grantaire gets angry and asks the students if they fear to die as
Marius wonders if Cosette will remember him if he dies. As dawn approaches, Enjolras realizes that the
people of Paris have not risen up with them, but resolves to fight on in spite of the impossible odds "Dawn of
Anguish". The army gives a final warning, but the rebels fight to the last man with Enjolras exhorting "Let
others rise to take our place, until the Earth is free! Everyone at the barricade is killed except Valjean and a
gravely wounded Marius, who escape into the sewers "The Final Battle". Javert returns to the barricade,
searching for Valjean amongst the bodies, and finds the open sewer grating. Valjean carries Marius through
the sewers but collapses in exhaustion. Valjean begs Javert for one hour to bring Marius to a doctor, and Javert
reluctantly agrees. In the wake of the failed revolution, women mourn the deaths of the students "Turning" and
Marius, wounded but alive, despairs at the sacrifice of so many lives and at the death of his friends while he
survives "Empty Chairs at Empty Tables". As he wonders who saved his own life, Cosette comforts him, and
they reaffirm their blossoming romance. A few months later, Marius and Cosette marry "Wedding Chorale".
At a convent, Valjean awaits his death, having nothing left to live for. The spirit of Fantine appears to him and
tells him that he has been forgiven and will soon be with God. Cosette and Marius arrive to find Valjean near
death. Valjean thanks God for letting him live long enough to see Cosette again, and Marius thanks him for
saving his life. Valjean gives Cosette a letter confessing his troubled past and the truth about her mother.
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5: Players Club of Swarthmore â€“ Swarthmore, PA Â» A Christmas Story â€“ The Musical
The Musical," a piece by the teen-age playwright Naomi Melville of San Diego, will become the first fully produced
musical to be staged as part of the San Diego-based Playwrights Project's.

No products in the cart. Yes â€” my mother was a school HOD Theatre. And she loved doing the school
musical. I resolved to steer well clear of it all, but agreed to do the postersâ€¦ fast forward to a career now
spanning 35 years of publishing and producing. Along with a love of musical theatre, I learned a lot of
practical things about what was, to a born organiser, very fulfilling â€” production. Rule One â€” do not try to
do it alone. Beg, plead, cajole or blackmail others to be involved. Putting on the school musical can seem a
daunting task, even for experienced theatre teachers. Form a Production Team, which besides making it easier,
will make you feel less alone in decision-making. Your ideal team should consist of: Determine
responsibilities and a time frame. Selecting the right school musical Consider the student talent or otherwise
you have to work with. A perennial problem for theatre production is the lack of males. Generally speaking,
five or six girls for each male will be the audition ratio. So choose material that will give girls something
worthwhile to do, instead of lumping them in the Chorus! Read the script and the cast list to assess the quality
and length of role for each character. Your musical director needs to hear and see the music for titles under
consideration, and once you are agreed, run it by your team. If generally acceptable, arrange now for the
purchase of scripts and music and apply for your license to perform. Auditioning Rather than read the whole
play at auditions, select relevant scenes that will give an indication of the students ability and flexibility. Try
each student in different roles. If the people you had in mind for roles are as good as you thought, they will
shine through; if not, well maybe, they were not as good as you thought! The audition process may take
several sessions, that should be held along with the music auditions, so that the two directors can confer.
Remember to call for back-stage and front-of-house volunteers early. Send the schedule home to parents as
soon as you have them, with a note asking for their co-operation in ensuring that their child will attend each
rehearsal. Get your schedule out early â€” and stick to it! If you have called a rehearsal for Act Two, Scene
Three â€” do it. Self-discipline should be expected early, and does not lessen the enjoyment. This is not the
time to discuss lighting, set etc. Be tough about people missing rehearsals! Poorly attended rehearsals
demoralise people who are there. Start by learning the songs first, as this interests and revs up the cast, and
allows them to feel familiar with something as they begin to learn their spoken lines. It also means your band
if using one is starting work immediately. It is a good strategy to call the Chorus first and work on the music.
Always make the Chorus feel important and make rehearsals fun for them by giving them plenty to do. If
possible, bring a specialist in to work with them â€¦. Constantly stress that a good musical rests on the
shoulders of a good Chorus! Use lunch breaks effectively. It is a good time to rehearse any romantic scenes,
that young actors are reluctant to do in front of their peers until they feel comfortable with the scene. Every
minute counts at rehearsals so use them wisely. Give yourself long enough rehearsal periods. Out of school
rehearsals should be at least one and a half to two hours. Get the rehearsal CD straight away, even if you have
a rehearsal pianist. This is especially confidence-building for solos. Ask parents for help, particularly with
Chorus costumes. The costumes need to be ready at minimum a week or so before performance, to allow for
additions or alterations. If the costumes for your musical are not contemporary clothes, give out bits and
pieces of costume early so the cast gets used to wearing something a little more exotic. This applies
particularly to period dramas or musicals with themes such as space or clowning etc. Sets and props Sets are
often the last item to be made. Make sure that the cast know the positioning of each set and give them an
improvised stage set so they are used to moving around it. It is important that actors get used to using any
hand-props that are used in the show. If they have yet to be constructed, improvise so that they are part of the
rehearsal procedure. If you are using mikes other than radio mikes, organise their set up early in rehearsals as
actors have to familiarise themselves with their positioning and usage. If none are available for earlier
rehearsals, again improvise. Involve the school film and television unit, if you have one, for appropriate
special on-stage effects â€” make a film of some rehearsals and upload snippets to your school FB page.
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Advertising Start the advertising campaign three weeks before the show. Flood the area with posters and try
for a spot on local radio. Community newspapers are often supportive and will carry editorial and promote it if
you have good pictures of cast members. High School students may like to do some street theatre under
supervision where they can hand out leaflets, in costume. Constantly remind the school of the forthcoming
production via your social media pages, websites and newsletters. Offer a prize to the student in the show who
sells the most tickets. The cast needs their director to be there each performance. An energetic cast produces a
much livelier performance. This can be a special lunch. Have an informal meeting with your team and stage
manager to discuss the production. Consider all the positive aspects and any problems that can be avoided next
time. Have a short break, then start looking for a suitable show for next year! Putting on the school musical is
a bit like child-birth, and when you get it right, you forget the pain and recall only the joy â€” and find
yourself doing it all over again!
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6: Lighting the Musical
By contrast, Mathew White's Staging A Musical demonstrates the inherent shortcomings of learning theatre from a book.
The strength of Allen's book is that he knows his targeted audience. He seems primarily interested in supporting
talented, privileged youth in middle and high school and their parents.

You can also state this in fractions "Half profile left," "a quarter profile right," etc. Move Off - leave the stage
"Move off Right" Move On - enter the stage "Move on from Up Left" Give Stage - withdraw to a less obvious
position Take Stage - move to a more prominent position It may seem annoying to teach the cast and crew this
vocabulary, but get it done during the first week of rehearsals. The days that follow will be easier for
everyone, and using professional stage terminology gives amateurs a greater sense that they are taking part in
a genuine theatrical experience. When they talk like pros, it is easier to get them to think and behave like pros.
Blocking In Victorian times, directors like W. Gilbert would plan out the placement of stage actors in advance,
using small blocks of wood on toy stages. Movement on stage is still called "blocking. Some original blocking
is crucial to the effectiveness of a scene, so give those printed stage directions serious consideration. Before
rehearsals begin, spend some time planning your basic approach to each scene. You can adjust these plans as
needed, but it will boost your confidence level to enter each rehearsal with a clear idea of what you want to
accomplish. Obtain a floor plan from the set designer so you can envision the space available. Sketch some
ideas for movement on paper. A few descriptive phrases in the margins of your script may do the trick,
depending on how complex the action gets. Your notes can abbreviate all stage locations. Each three
dimensional "stage picture" you create must help tell the story. This is easy enough in an intimate scene with
two or three people, but musicals can involve dozens of performers and the added elements of music, dance,
moving sets, etc. Audiences hate visual monotony. The director has to keep the stage pictures as varied as
possible, using different physical arrangements of actors in every scene. If you are dealing with well-written
material, follow the natural emphasis of the material. Focus the action as the story demands. When a
performer is fulfilling a crucial function, make sure they stand out. I saw a high school production of The
Music Man where a massive chorus kept swallowing up the fine actor playing Harold Hill. The director had
not kept the stage action in clear focus. If an actor playing Hamlet improvises moves during one of his
soliloquies, it does no harm. But in musicals, there are too many people involved to leave blocking to the
whims of the moment. There can be no shenanigans. If someone decides to take the wrong turn, you could
wind up with damaged sets, props or gulp! Stage Deportment You may have to coach the actors, particularly
young men, to walk and stand like the characters they are portraying. In an age of thick heeled sneakers and
hip-hop, this has become a major issue. The simple act of crossing a stage can become unintentionally
hilarious if Lancelot or Sky Masterson galumphs along like a wanna-be thug. And contemporary crisscross
hand gestures look ridiculous if the King uses them with Anna. In trying to get performers to stand up straight
and walk with smooth movements, you may be up against some social pressures. Most actors will make a
conscious effort. The rest will have to face the audience on their own terms. Why do these situations always
happen? It is instinctive for a small part of them to remain resentful that unionized workers get major bucks
for performing the same tasks they are handling gratis. Even so, there are times when a leader has to handle
the less pleasant aspects of being charge. If only one or two people are causing a problem, correct them in
private conversation. Like employees, volunteers to not appreciate being embarrassed in front of their
coworkers. You goal is to fix a problem, not drive someone out of the show. When there is a general problem
with lateness, misbehavior at rehearsals, learning material, etc. The very people you want to reach will turn
you off. Calm authority always commands more respect than a hissy fit. Your goal is to create a production
everyone can enjoy working on and be proud of. I do not believe that goal requires anyone to be either a
superhero or a martinet. Never use real weapons on stage. Swords, guns and knives should always be harmless
rubber props. If a gun shot is required, use a sound effect. Some professional prop guns discharge blanks that
can cause harm. Never use real fire on stage. A glowing light in a stove or some glittering foil atop a torch
works just fine. This is make-believe, remember? A fellow college actor once got carried away during a
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rehearsal of Camelot -- I was in pain for days. Avoid or minimize smoke effects. Let your actors act. That is
the ultimate special effect. Anything that comes apart during a performance will be an embarrassment, if not
outright dangerous. During rehearsals, encourage your performers to improvise their way out of stage mishaps.
If a costume comes apart or a set wobbles, working with it keeps the audience laughing with you, not at you. I
once saw a community theatre production of Guys and Dolls where the mission set started moving just as
Nicely Nicely was about to "testify.
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7: Les MisÃ©rables (musical) - Wikipedia
Congratulations to Rhyddings Business and Enterprise School on a successful opening performance of School of Rock
the musical! The school are the first to stage the show in the UK and based on this pic, they clearly know how to rock!

Cadillac Palace Theatre, W. And a dated rom-com at that. Michael is an entitled, arrogant, presumptuous,
year-old unemployed actor. He is unemployable because he knows better than every director in New York
City, and is not afraid to let his self-proclaimed superiority shine. Nevertheless, Michael-as-Dorothy gets the
part, rallies the troops, inspires all and sundry to stand up for artistry. Julie Lilli Cooper, making Julie easy to
empathize despite her underwritten character is an actress who loves what she does and knows how to manage
the directors like Carlisle. She gets a lovely song about her love of the theater. Which in its final verses,
becomes a song about the man who got away. There is a lyric about the loneliness of a half-empty closet.
Sandy played adorably by Sarah Stiles as the love child of Bernadette Peters and Teri Garr is an emotional
wreck whose cripplingly low self-esteem manifests itself in a rapid-fire patter number with a
syllable-per-second count that would give Stephen Sondheim pause. In her final scene, Sandy has changed:
She is calm, radiant, in control. Clearly, there was really only one thing Sandy needed to shed her weepy
neurosis. Grotelueschen is just what the role demands: Along with Sandy and Julie, there is a third notable
woman on stage, a white-haired powerhouse whose character â€” in a different world â€” would be the focal
point here. For now, it includes a mix of aptly soaring I-Want anthems, goofy character songs and pleasingly
energetic all-hands-on-deck production numbers. Choreographer Scott Ellis has laden the dances with
insidery-theater type references which are hilarious, particularly within the show-within-the-show. His
narration of steps is a high point in hilarity. At the end of that musical, he is still mostly the same guy he was
at the start. May I gently suggest that there are other stories worthy of such mighty resources. Catey Sullivan
is a local freelance writer.
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8: How to Put on a Musical: 10 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Dance Music Theatre in Contemporary Culture: Staging a Musical Students will be able to analyze, synthesize and
articulate the significant facets of music, dance and theatre within the historical context of the musical theatre genre.

What is the minimum number of lamps needed to light the performers in a small musical? A bare minimum
light plot for a musical can be produced by adding the 12 lamps in a dance light plot to a 12 light McCandless
plot. The six lights in the Ceiling Cove would light the three down stage acting areas, the six lights on the First
Electric would light the three upstage acting areas and the twelve side light from the dance plot could be used
to produce a full stage wash of Sun and Moon light as well as heighten the dance elements in the production
numbers. Minimum Light Plot for a Musical 3. What is the function of the follow spot? To isolate the major
performer singer in a pool of light. There are two basic approaches to the use of a follow spot in a musical. In
a Broadway style production the star is spotted from the moment he makes his entrance to the moment he
leaves the stage. In an academic or community production, the singer or singers is usually only spotted during
the musical numbers 4. What is the minimum number of follow spots necessary to light a musical? Briefly
outline the techniques used in developing a light plot for a musical. When developing a light plot for a
musical, most designers take a cue from opera and dance and begin with a basic repertory plot to which they
add specials. What is generally included in a basic repertory plot? For me, the base rep plot should include
How are specials used in a musical? Obviously specials are dictated by the individual show. In addition to the
typical "pool of light" used to isolate a specific moment, many times an individual set will require special
treatment. This unit is usually treated as a special acting area. If I were designing Oklahoma! Describe some of
the typical cues you will find in a musical. At the beginning of a song the the front lights dim down as a follow
spot picks up the soloist. If the song ends the scene and it is an upbeat number we will traditionally black out
the stage on the final cuf-off of the orchestration. As the chorus exits the stage usually after a large production
number we will pull the focus down stage by fading down or out the upstage light As the chorus enters or
re-enters the stage we restore the full stage look by bring up the upstage light In a ballet sequence, such as the
Dream Ballet in Oklahoma! Describe several "basic looks" you will find in a musical. In order to make the
cueing process more efficient, most designers go into the dry tech with several basic lighting compositions
sketched out. The nine basic looks for Oklahoma! It is based on The Rainmaker by N. The original Broadway
production, which opened at the Broadhurst Theatre on October 23, , was directed by Joseph Anthony,
choreographed by Agnes De Mille who also choreographed Oklahoma! The two act script has a cast of
thirteen "named" characters plus chorus and is staged in four locations: The first act begins at sun rise and
ends in late afternoon. The 52 lamp basic rep plot included A four color area system 18 lamps -- 12 in the
Cove and 6 on the First Electric , R Pale Gold from stage right R Bastard Amber from stage left R Suprise
Pink from stage right and R55 Lilac from stage left A two color full stage wash of high angle side lights from
stage left 6 lamps -- 2 each on the First, Second and Third Electric , R Light Bastard Amber and R Brilliant
Blue A two color full stage wash of high angle side lights from stage right 6 lamps -- 2 each on the First,
Second and Third Electric , R Golden Amber and R Blue Diffusion The 18 special units included
9: 'Tootsie' stage musical a dated rom-com at best
A musical would be impossible to stage without these! Read through it when you get it, to make sure it is all correct and
what you want. They are pretty easy to find, either search the internet or pop into your local music store or book shop
and ask for it, preferably also stating the composer(s) and, if possible, the ISBN number.
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